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This document is instructions created to inform Users about the main features of 

the Investbox calculator. 
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1. Purpose of the Investbox Calculator  

The Investbox calculator is one of the main tools of the participant in the Strategic 

Partner Program of the Investbox service that allows making preliminary calculations of 

theoretically possible remuneration of the Strategic Partner for his/her partner activities. 

The Investbox calculator is a web application, access to which is provided only to the 

participant in the Strategic Partner Program. 

Please note that the visual representation of the Investbox calculator consists of a 

number of complex components, which can be displayed only on big screens. Therefore, 

the calculator can run only on desktop browsers and tablets. 

2. Opening the Investbox Calculator 

You can open the Investbox calculator only in your Bit Trade account. To do that 

go to the “Dashboard” page in the Investbox section where you can find a drop-down 

list in the “Tools” tab. Select the “Investbox Calculator” in the list and click “Open 

Calculator” in the lower left corner of the screen. 

 

Figure 1. Opening the Investbox Calculator 
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3. Operation Elements and Workplace of the Calculator  

Fig. 2 shows the main elements of operation of the calculator.  

 

Figure 2. Main Operation Elements of the Calculator
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4. Selecting Career Level  

In this block, you can select the value of your career level for further calculation 

of remuneration. To do that, you should select the corresponding career level in the 

drop-down list in the block for selecting career level (Fig. 3). When the career level is 

changed, values and size of histograms in this block, which show related indicators of 

the career level, are changed accordingly: 

 the value of the career level; 

 the average value of the interlevel difference between your level and 

levels of Partners in your structure;  

 the value of the percentage of remuneration for a Strategic Partner for 

his/her personal sales. 

 

Figure 3. Block for Selecting Career Level  

5. Selecting the Number of Partners in the Partnership Structure 

In this block, you have access to the functionality that allows you to connect 

and disconnect lines of your partnership structure, each of which includes the 

appropriate number of Partners. Connecting the line means that each Partner of the 
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higher line has made a personal sale of 4 IB modules of the same type and you have 

4 times more Partners in the connected line than in the higher line. In the Investbox 

calculator, you can connect lines of the partnership structure in two ways: 

1. By clicking on the inactive checkbox of the corresponding line in the 

“Number of partners in the lines of your structure” block, as shown on Fig. 4. After 

that, the “Agent” IB module purchase button is enabled on this line and the amount 

for which bitbons have been purchased on this line is displayed. 

 

Figure 4. The First Way to Connect Lines of the Partnership Structure 

2. By clicking on the IB module purchase button, as shown on Fig. 5.  After 

that, the checkbox for connecting this line in the “Number of partners in the lines of 

your structure” block is enabled and the amount for which bitbons have been 

purchased on this line is displayed. 
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Figure 5. The Second Way to Connect Lines of the Partnership Structure  

You can disable any active line of the partnership structure. To do that, click 

on the active checkbox on the selected line, as shown on Fig. 6. After that, this line is 

inactive, the button for purchasing corresponding IB modules is disabled, and the 

indicator of the amount for which bitbons have been purchased on this line is reset to 

zero. 

 

Figure 6. Disabling the Line of the Partnership Structure 
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6. Sales of IB Modules of the Strategic Partner Program  

In the Investbox calculator, you have access to the functionality that allows you 

to model your partnership structure. To do that, you should mark the number of 

activations of the corresponding IB modules in the IB module sales block (Fig. 7) on 

the selected lines of the partnership structure according to the number of Partners on 

the selected line. The modeling results are converted by the calculator into the 

corresponding remuneration of the Strategic Partner, which is displayed in the 

remuneration calculation results block.  

To calculate, you should click on the corresponding IB module purchase button, 

as shown in Fig. 5. One of the requirements for activating the “Agent” IB module is 

that the Customer should purchase bitbons for $100 to participate in providing in the 

Bitbon System. The minimum bitbon purchase amount required to activate the 

“Consultant” and “Adviser” IB modules is $500. 

Therefore, in calculations made by the calculator, the IB module sale also 

includes purchase of bitbons. This information is displayed in the right column of the 

IB module sale block.  For example, clicking on the button for purchasing the 

“Adviser” IB module on the line 1 means that you have made a personal sale of 4 

“Adviser” IB modules and a sale of bitbons for $2,000. As a result, you have the 1st 

line of the partnership structure of 4 Advisers. Then, for example, clicking on the 

button for purchasing the “Consultant” IB module on the line 2 means that each 

Partner on the line 1 has made a personal sale of 4 “Consultant” IB modules and a 

sale of bitbons for $2,000. As a result, you have the 2nd line of the partnership 

structure of 16 Consultants, who purchased bitbons for a total of $8,000. Then, for 

example, clicking on the button for purchasing the “Agent” IB module on the line 3 

means that each Partner on the line 2 has made a personal sale of 4 “Agent” IB 

modules and a sale of bitbons for $400. As a result, you have the 3rd line of the 

partnership structure of 64 Agents, who purchased bitbons for a total of $6,400. And 

so on and so forth.  
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Figure 7. Modeling the Partnership Structure Using the IB Module Sales 

Block  

7. Sales of IB Packages of the Sophisticated Investor Program 

In this block, you have access to the functionality that allows you to model sales 

of IB packages within the modeled partnership structure (Fig. 8). The modeling results 

are converted by the calculator into the corresponding remuneration displayed in the 

remuneration calculation results block. 
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Figure 8. IB Package Sales Block 

You can set IB package sale parameters yourself (Fig. 9) specifying: 

 the number of personal sales of the selected IB package;  

 the number of sales of the selected IB package by each Partner in your 

partnership structure;  

 the amount of personal sales of the “Providing” IB package;  

 the amount of sales of the “Providing” IB package by each Partner in 

your partnership structure. 
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Figure 9. IB Package Sale Parameters 

When specifying the number of sales of the selected IB package made by each 

Partner of your partnership structure, the calculator calculates the total number of 

sales of the selected IB package on each of the connected lines of the partnership 

structure. 

When specifying the amount of sales of the “Providing” IB package made by 

each Partner of your partnership structure, the calculator calculates the total amount 

of sales of the “Providing” IB package on each of the connected lines of the 

partnership structure. 

8. Sales Statistics 

The Investbox calculator calculates the number of sales and the total amount of 

sales for each IB package and IB module.  

The results of these calculations are displayed in a separate block (Fig. 10), 

which is located under the IB module and IB package sales block. The total amount 

of sales of all IB modules and IB packages is displayed in this block as well. 
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Figure 10. Block with the Number and Amount of Sales of IB Modules and IB 

Packages  

9. Information 

This block (Fig. 11) is to describe the basic principle that is used within the 

calculator when forming a partnership structure of a Strategic Partner. It is that each 

Strategic Partner, when selling IB modules, connects new Partners to his/her 

Registrator pool the optimal formation ratio of which is 1:4. This means that each 

Strategic Partner seeks to connect 4 new Partners to his/her first line. As a result, the 

number of Partners in each subsequent line of the partnership structure is 4 times more 

than in the previous one.  

 

Figure 11. Block with Information  
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10. Remuneration Calculation Results 

In this block (Fig. 12), you can find results of preliminary calculations of your 

theoretically possible remuneration for partner activities. When you change any of the 

parameters that are used to calculate your remuneration, the information in this block 

is updated automatically. When the career level is changed (Fig. 3), the theoretically 

possible remuneration will be automatically recalculated based on the values of 

related indicators of the selected career level. You can use the received data to build 

your own strategy for conducting partner activities as a Strategic Partner, as well as 

to enhance the effectiveness of the strategy you are using now. 

 

Figure 12. Block with Remuneration Calculation Results  

The functionality of the calculator provides several filters for displaying 

calculations in this block: 

 all remuneration; 

 only IB modules; 

 only IB packages. 

To apply the filter, you should click on the drop-down list (Fig. 13) in the 

“Remuneration structure” block and select the required option. After that, the 

information about remuneration calculation results will be automatically updated.  

When selecting the “All remuneration” filter, the results of calculations of your 
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theoretically possible remuneration for sales of IB modules and IB packages selected 

in the relevant blocks, within the partnership structure, will be displayed in the 

remuneration calculations block. 

When selecting the “Only IB modules” filter, the results of your theoretically 

possible remuneration for sales of only IB modules within the partnership structure, 

will be displayed in the remuneration calculations block. 

When selecting the “Only IB packages” filter, the results of your theoretically 

possible remuneration for sales of only IB packages within the partnership structure, 

will be displayed in the remuneration calculations block.  

 

Figure 13. Selecting the Filter for Displaying Information in the 

Remuneration Calculation Results Block 

11. Remuneration Structure 

In this block (Fig. 14), the information is shown as a chart of the structure of 

your theoretically possible remuneration for partner activities. This structure includes 

2 types of remuneration:  

 funds; 

 the amount of remuneration based on structural checks. 

Therefore, the chart may consist of a maximum of 2 segments, each of which 

displays the share of a certain type of remuneration in the structure of your total 

remuneration for sales of IB modules and/or IB packages according to the selected 

parameters.  
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Figure 14. Remuneration Structure Chart  

When changing the filter (Fig. 13), the chart structure will be automatically 

updated according to the current data. 

12. Reset All Calculations 

To reset all calculations and return settings of the Investbox calculator to its 

initial state (by default), you should click on the “Reset all calculations” (Fig. 15) 

button, which is located in the upper right corner of the calculator. 

 

Figure 15. Reset Button for all Calculations and Calculator Settings 

The initial state of the calculator settings means: 

 no data on IB module and/or IB package sales;  

 the selected career level is 7;  

 the selected filter is “All remuneration”. 

13. Conclusion 

Please note that an opportunity to select various calculation models with 

variable parameters will allow you to build your own strategy for conducting partner 

activities as a Strategic Partner or significantly enhance effectiveness of the strategy 
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you are using now. 

Thus, using the Investbox calculator will allow you to choose the optimal model 

for conducting partner activities as a participant in the Strategic Partner Program of 

the Investbox service. 

Additionally, using the Investbox calculator you can make a preliminary 

calculation of your theoretically possible remuneration for partner activities. The 

accuracy of the results predicted by the Investbox calculator may differ from the 

actual result that you may receive in the future.  This is due to the fact that the amount 

of your remuneration directly depends on the efficiency of your professional activities 

and activities of the participants in your partnership structure as well as on its 

configuration. 

 


